Ebury
Ebury was growing their cloud spend
and needed to minimise their costs.
Key Services

People Powered FinOps

Clarity and Transparency

Ebury has witnessed first-hand the development of Strategic Blue. Ebury, like Strategic
Blue, is a financial services company that eliminates boundaries and financial blockers.
Financial optimisation is always at the forefront of what Ebury is all about and it’s no
diﬀerent when it comes to their cloud spend, and that’s what Strategic Blue and Ebury have
been working towards.

Challenge
Ebury found themselves with growing cloud
spend and wanted a solution that
minimised costs.
They were making a number of cloud
infrastructure changes and developments,
requiring a more flexible way to save money on
their cloud usage, something that isn’t possible
going to the cloud vendors directly.
Also being a customer that is cloud-savvy and
enjoys being hands-on in this department, it
became evident that Ebury didn’t just require
savings, but clarity and visibility over cloud spend.

Ebury’s usage growth
increased after we
ensured their costs were
well governed

Ebury has saved circa
$10,000 per month

We’ve partnered with
Ebury at multiple events
including Tech in Finance

Solution

Results

By stepping into the billing chain, Strategic Blue
offered significant discounts against the
on-demand cloud costs and additional discounts
over the cloud provider. This is done through
commitments via Strategic Blue, where a
customer commits to cloud usage in exchange
for a discount. This enabled a fast-growing
FinTech like Ebury to keep on top of their cloud
spend. Strategic Blue’s dashboard allows usage,
costs and savings to be monitored and
reported on so that the customer success team
could provide Ebury with assistance beyond the
initial money saving.

Ebury has saved circa $10k per month by putting
commitments through Strategic Blue. This has
enabled a growing FinTech to control their cloud
costs, something that isn’t easy to do!

Ebury found that committing usage for the
standard one-year and three-year term length
offered by the cloud vendors wasn’t feasible due
to shorter-term projects and architecture plans.
As part of the offering, Strategic Blue takes the
risk for committed usage, allowing term lengths
that are far more flexible than direct to the
cloud vendor, such as three-month, six-month, or
nine-month commitments – allowing for Ebury to
focus on their cloud objectives whilst Strategic
Blue focus purely on reducing costs.

The short-term commitments have allowed Ebury
to take as much usage as possible off the
maximum on-demand tariff they would
otherwise have to endure. The dashboard has
also allowed for further clarity and discussions
that otherwise wouldn’t have happened.

Ebury is a cloud first organisation.
Strategic blue has been
fundamental in helping us control
our AWS cloud costs as our needs
and business growth
have accelerated.
Toby Young, CTO, Ebury

Get more value from your cloud
with Strategic Blue
Cloud procurement and FinOps specialists focusing on three
key areas which help you to:

Buy cloud your way

Understand your cloud usage

Optimise your cloud costs

Find out how much you could save!

+44 203 872 2583
sales@strategic-blue.com
Get more value from your cloud. Visit strategic-blue.com

